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Company: Enterprise Medical Recruiting

Location: Naples

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Physician Assistant physician employment in Florida : Enterprise Medical Recruiting is

assisting an after-hours pediatric urgent care in Naples, Florida, with the recruitment of an

experienced Pediatric Physician Assistant.Opportunity Highlights* After hours clinic is open

weekdays from 4-11 pm & weekends from 1-11 pm* Full-time is 138 hours per month;

weekend & holiday coverage is evenly rotated* Comfortable caring for newborns through 22

years of age * Proficient in reading x-rays, suturing, splinting, minor trauma assessment and

management, minor orthopedics, wound care/closures, and incision/drainage of abscesses*

Enjoy recently enhanced hourly rates, a start date bonus, and a comprehensive benefits

package that includes paid professional liability insuranceRequirements* Must be a certified

Physician Assistant* Must have APC pediatric practice experience in urgent care, emergency

medicine, or other acute care setting* Current FL license and DEA Life in Naples,

FloridaWith over 300 days of sunshine annually, Naples is a popular, sophisticated, and

charming beach destination on the Gulf of Mexico. Naples is located on Florida&'s Paradise

Coast and provides rich amenities while retaining an exclusive and intimate small-town feel.

It boasts abundant fine dining, shopping, world-class hotels, and resorts along miles of

white sand beaches. Those who enjoy outdoor activities have ample opportunities to go

boating, diving, golfing, playing tennis, hiking, biking, deep sea- and backwater fishing. Naples is 35

minutes from Fort Myers (Southwest Florida International Airport), 90 minutes from Fort

Lauderdale, and slightly over 2 hours from Miami.ES-2308-96309 Contact: Elizabeth

Salozzo Email: Phone: Web: www.enterprisemed.com Board Certified or Board Eligible Medical

Doctor with or w/o US residency with current US work visa.
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